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noise reduction is one of the most important tools in post production, and its easy to find evidence to support this claim. there are some very specific situations when you will need to use noise reduction. for example, if you have a lot of very bright lights in a picture, you may need to use noise reduction. however, this is normally for extreme situations, and not something you would want to use every time you shoot. it is also true that noise reduction can drastically improve the overall look of an image, and if you arent already using it, i highly recommend you start using it asap.
that being said, it is not always possible to tell if a photo needs noise reduction by simply looking at it, and there are many situations where you might end up with a photo that has some noise reduction applied to it, even if you arent sure it needs it. however, there are many situations where you will definitely notice a difference in the quality of your photos if you apply noise reduction. generally, you will be able to tell by the noise reduction tool is doing its job by reducing the noise in your photo, which is often accompanied by a slight increase in sharpness. when this happens, it is

usually an indicator that the noise reduction tool is doing its job and isnt doing anything that is obvious. you will also want to be careful when using noise reduction tools. the general rule is that you should not apply noise reduction to an image that is under specific exposure levels, and you should not apply it to a photo that is too bright. if you dont know if the photo needs noise reduction, then this will save you time and effort later, if you need to change the amount of noise reduction applied.
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hi there, i am going to share a few images that we were able to remove some noise and improve
the overall look with a plugin on top of lightroom. the reason why i am bringing this up is to make
sure that you are using the best software for noise reduction. i am using adobe lightroom 5.5 and
i have dxo optics pro. dxo is a great software if you don't have a lot of time to do the processing.

in my opinion the best software for noise reduction is the apero photo noise reducer plugin for
photoshop. this plugin is free and it is a very good program. i recommend that you try this

program first before you move on to any other program. please let me know if you have any
questions and thank you for reading my post. thank you again, erwin… hi erwin, i'm glad to hear

you are liking the dxo optics pro plugin! my wife and i have just been using it with our nikon
d300s and really enjoy the results. have you given the noise ninja plugin a try? if not, i highly
recommend it. it is about as simple and effective as dxo, but at only $40 you really can't go

wrong. i have been using it on all of my images since i first learned about it. it does an excellent
job at removing noise and unwanted artifacts, and it does it in a way that doesn't introduce any

other unwanted artifacts (or at least, not as many). i have tried noise ninja on a few of my
images and i was very pleased with the results. i have also tried optics pro and i found it to be

too complicated for me. i think the results from noise ninja are very good. i have an apero photo
noise reducer plugin for photoshop. i like it because it is free and easy to use. i have never tried

optics pro but i will try it out. i think i will have to experiment with different settings and see what
works best for me. 5ec8ef588b
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